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Sensitivity and robustness

255
Sensitivity is a measure of the ability of an approximate matching algorithm to find 256 correlations among objects based on fine-grain commonality-the smaller the 257 features being correlated, the more sensitive the algorithm is. Clearly, there is a 258 threshold below which the sensitivity will be too high and all objects will appear 259 similar; it is up to the algorithm designer to identify that threshold and incorporate 260 it into the implementation.
261
Robustness is a measure of the ability of an approximate matching algorithm to 262 find correlation among related objects in the presence of noise and routine 263 transformations. for ssdeep [5] it was shown that a few changes distributed over the input are 317 sufficient to prevent a match [6] .
318
A random change is simulated by applying typical edit operations (namely insertion, deletion, 319 and substitution) where each edit operation is chosen with the same probability. Additionally, 320 each byte in the input is equally likely to be changed. The obvious downside is that much of real data is far from random so the applicability of the 332 result to the general case remains uncertain. Nevertheless, running controlled tests is quite 333 useful in characterizing the baseline capabilities of different algorithms. Indeed, the results 334 provide the necessary context for interpreting algorithm behavior on real data.
335
The obvious advantage of using real data is that the results can be directly be related to 336 observable artifacts. However, the challenges of defining a representative sample, establishing 337 the ground truth, and running experiments at scale (without a human in the loop) are non-338 trivial.
339
After surveying prior work in the field, we suggest that results from the two approaches are 340 complementary and both should be considered in the evaluation process. The next two sections 341 address the use of controlled and real world data.
342
Testing with controlled data. The main purpose of controlled data experiments is to know 343 exactly the ground truth by carefully constructing the test cases. In this case, the goal is to build 344 artifacts -files -that have known levels of commonality in the form of common substrings.
345
The most practical way to accomplish this is to use (pseudo-)random data.
346
The first step is to determine the appropriate sizes for the constructed files. 
where |f | denotes the file size in bytes.
392
Broadly, any two strings sharing a substring are related; however, we suggest a more practical 393 lower bound on the minimum amount of commonality to declare two files related. 
(Note: result of L r is rounded and thus 0.5 is equal to 1.) 398 Clearly, the true negative function T N lcs (f 1 , f 2 ) = ¬T P lcs (f 1 , f 2 ).
399
Approximate ground truth LCS is a well-studied problem and has known solutions of 400 quadratic time complexity-O(mn), where m and n are the string lengths. Given that files could 401 be quite large, the exact solution quickly becomes too burdensome to be practical. Therefore, 402 we suggest an approximation of the longest common substring which, by design, provides a 403 lower bound on LCS; details are given in Appendix A. each one is hashed and compared using the 64-bit FNV-1a hash [8] . implemented a parallelized LCS tool written in C++. 3 The output is a summary file structured 31 similarly to our aLCS output: file1 | file2 | LCS. A small, ruby script is used to compare the 32 LCS-summary and aLCS-summary.
33
Our subset consists of 201 randomly selected files. We compare these files using aLCS as well as 34 LCS and finally compare both summaries. All 
36
We also consider the distribution of the differences between the LCS and aLCS scores.
37
Specifically, we define d r for files f 1 and f 2 as follows:
� , ∈ 0, 1…,100.
In other words, we consider the score difference relative to the size of the smaller of the two files, 39 and build the empirical distribution in Table 2 . As we can see, upwards of 95% of the observed 40 differences do not exceed 3% of the size of the smaller files -we consider this a reasonable starting 41 point for our purposes (further research may refine this). If anything, this should give tools a slight 42 boost as the available commonality would be underestimated. 
